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Notice 

 

Dear Students, 

According to Aryabhatta Knowledge University guidelines, internship for 6
th

 semester students is 

mandatory. Keeping in view of corona second wave spreads and restrictions in place, you are 

being advised as per the UGC guidelines to carry out the project work from home.   

Stepping out of home amid Corona Virus outbreak will not only be violation of government 

advisory but students too will be vulnerable to virus attack.  

Taking the gravity of the situation, UGC instructed the College to give project work to final year 

students to carry out from home as part of internship activity. Your project work has begun from 

June 16, 2021.    

You are required to carry out the practical based assignment while staying indoors under the 

guidance of your respective guide similarly as project report is presented.  

You are hereby instructed to read given instructions below and abide by them seriously while 

carrying out the project work.  
 

1. Project work has been given in the form of practical based assignment, carried out by you 

from home under the supervision of guide 

2. Project work comprising assignments is necessary to complete within stipulated time.  

3.  As you know students from each stream have been divided into groups. Under no 

situations should students be allowed to change the group.  No undue sympathy to 

students  if they make request to shift them  from one group to another 

4. Each group is being led by concerning teacher designated as  a guide  

5. You  have already been apprised of the group,  guide besides other details 

6. Each student will do project work on his/her own and he/she ensures that it is not copy 

and paste job or the consequence of plagiarism.  

7. After project is complete, the guide will give each student belonging to his/her group a 

certificate, authenticating the project is the outcome of student’s work with utter 

perfection.  

8. You are required to submit soft copy handwritten or typed or as you like in PDF form to 

College by June 30, 2021, using the given link related to stream.  

    

 



 

Institute of Management and 

Website: 

Whatsapp: 9570383838

Stream 

BBA https://ibit.ly/nCP8

BCA https://ibit.ly/a8IP

B.COM(P) https://ibit.ly/JVY0

BMC https://ibit.ly/7pAT

 

9. You are suggested to 

number with name. Besides you are also required to 

Binding) to College when being asked 

includes project work and Power Point Presentation on 

10.  You are suggested to keep safe the same hard copy with you. 

11. Please make sure that you

correct and original. Project work 

action  

12. Stay connected o your guide to clear up 

13. Please keep in mind that

deadline and will also be rejected if you 

out project work and subsequent submission to College. 
 

Stay indoors, stay healthy 
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Link QR For Scan 

https://ibit.ly/nCP8 
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https://ibit.ly/JVY0 

 
 

https://ibit.ly/7pAT 

 

suggested to submit soft copy to College bearing file 

Besides you are also required to present two hard 

when being asked and ensure each hard copy carries CD which 

and Power Point Presentation on said assignmen

You are suggested to keep safe the same hard copy with you.  

you do not cut corners on the project and documentation paper is 

Project work can be forwarded  to University for 

guide to clear up your doubts, to  seek advice 

mind that project work will not be accepted in case

and will also be rejected if you violate the mentioned guidelines while carrying 

subsequent submission to College.   

Stay indoors, stay healthy and ensure adherence to covid norms 
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 name as registration 

two hard copies (Book 

and ensure each hard copy carries CD which 

assignment.  

on the project and documentation paper is 

to University for further needful 

advice and resolve problem 

accepted in case you fail to meet the 

mentioned guidelines while carrying 


